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Abstract
In recent years, the availability of a vast amount of user-generated data via social media,
has given an opportunity to researchers for analyzing these data sources and discovering
meaningful information. However, processing and understanding this immense amount
of data is challenging and calls for automated approaches, and involvement of field
experts to use their field knowledge and experience to enhance the data analysis. So far,
existing approaches only enable the detection of indicative information from the data
such as the occurrence of critical incidents, relevant situation reports etc. Consequently,
the next step would be to better relate the user provided information to the real-world
quantities. In this work, a predictive visual analytics approach is developed that offers
semi-automated methods to estimate quantitative information (e.g. number of people
who participate in a public event). At first, the approach provides interactive visual tools
to explore social media data in time and space and select features required as input for
training and prediction interactively. Next, a suitable model can be trained based on
these feature sets and applied for prediction. Finally, the approach also allows to visually
explore prediction results and measure quality of predictions with respect to the ground
truth information obtained from past observations. The result of this work is a generic
visual analytics approach, that provides expert user with visual tools for a constant
interaction between human and machine, for producing quantitative predictions based
on social media data. The results of predictions are promising, especially in cases that
the location, time and other related information to public events are considered together
with the content of user-generated data.
i
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1 Introduction
In this chapter, a brief introduction of this work is presented by explaining the motivation
behind it and later with elaborating on research questions that it tries to answer based
on this motivation.
1.1 Motivation
The rise of social media has led to the immense amount of data produced by users.
In social media, handheld devices (such as mobiles) and web-based technologies are
used to create platforms that enable individuals and communities to share and discuss
user-generated content [KHMS11].
Twitter1 is a popular online microblogging service. It can be considered a directed social
network, where each user submits periodic status updates, called tweets, that contains
short messages of maximum size of 140 characters. These updates normally consist
of personal information about the users, news or links to content such as images and
videos. The posts made by a user are displayed on the user’s profile page and is also
visible to people who follow the author [AH10]. Twitter is mostly focused on exchanging
short messages in form of real-time status updates (tweets) [KHMS11].
Each tweet, has a time stamp. So, in addition to the content, one can also understand
the time in which that tweet has been posted. Another useful information that a tweet
can contain, is the geographic location of the user at the time of posting a message.
Of course, this information is unavailable in cases that users decide not to share their
location.
In 2010, more than 145 million users send on average 90 million tweets per day
[KHMS11]. Today the number of daily tweets is more than 500 million [internetlives-
tats17]. This huge volume of information awaits discovery and exploitation.
1www.twitter.com
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However, harnessing useful information from social media is faced with difficulties. The
volume of information that is spread by millions of users is overwhelming. It is clear
that processing this huge amount of data in order to discover valuable facts, is almost
impossible without help of the computers. There should be tools that can help us to
automate the process of information processing. Text and data mining techniques, help
us to overcome this problem. These techniques cover a series of sub-problems such as
classifying and filtering large datasets for relevant information [YKL+15].
Consequently, the availability of user provided data and tools and techniques that help
us to make sense of them, have motivated business owners and researchers to develop
approaches for discovering meaningful information that can be used in many fields. For
instance, discovering shopping trends during a specific time, political views of people in
a country near the election, deriving semantic information about critical events (such as
flood or earth quake), situation awareness and support of decision making etc [CC11].
These few examples show how important it is to exploit the hidden potentials of social
media contents.
Another key factor when dealing with large volume of data, is the representation
and visualization of the information. Combination of automated data processing with
comprehensible visual representations is needed to facilitate the human involvement in
the process of data analysis. Human judgment based on prior knowledge in a specific
field, combined with the vast computational power of machines, enhances the data
analysis process. This is where the science of visual analytics comes to play.
“The Visual analytics integrates the analytic capabilities of the computer and the abilities
of the human analyst, thus allowing novel discoveries and empowering individuals to
take control of the analytical process. Visual analytics sheds light on unexpected and
hidden insights, which may lead to beneficial and profitable innovation [KKEM10].”
So far, researchers have used visual analytics for discovery of indicative information
from the data such as the occurrence of critical incidents, relevant situation reports,
or specific movement behavior. The motivation behind this work is to take the next
step, to better relate the user provided information, obtained from social media, to the
underlying real-world quantities.
1.2 Research Questions and Contributions
In this work, a visual analytics system is designed and developed which uses content
from social media and integrates automated learning methods (by means of computers)
to predict real world quantities. Examples of such predictions could be estimating the
sales of a new product, number of participant in a public event etc. Human involvement
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in the process has been considered and facilitated by providing visual representations
and interactivity.
The aim is to introduce and implement a semi-automatic approach that enables user
involvement in the process of the prediction of quantitative information, based on social
media data, using visualization and interactively. With the developed approach in this
work, it is possible to compare real-world values based on ground truth information,
with the predicted values, using visual analytics methods.
To implement the approach, there was a need for data sources with quantitative values.
The data must be related to a topic of public interest so that people talk about them
on social media. Considering the availability of ground truth information and content,
the subject of the prediction is selected to be the number of participants in music
events in the United States. Music events are popular and therefore, social media users
tend to produce content about them. The real number of participants in music events
is published regularly. The tweets are obtained from Twitter and the ground truth
information are obtain based on achieved data of the Billboard website2. The data set is
relatively small (around 150 files) and is intended to serve as an example to show the
functionality of the implemented system. Each file consists of the tweets, published on
the day of the event and from a nearby geographic location to the event venue.
A system, is designed and developed to process raw data from social media and extract
meaningful information from them. Different automated techniques such as natural
language processing (NLP) are employed to make a better understanding of the user
provided contents. Automated methods are used for processing words and sentences
on social media to extract useful features in hope to find correlation between the
quantity of these features and a real world quantitative measure. For instance, using the
implemented approach, it is possible to examine the correlation between the frequent
words that people used in their tweets about a music concert with their actual attendance
figures in that event.
The approach supports users in exploring the social media data (in this case tweets from
the Twitter website) by visual and interactive means. Users can explore the dataset in
an interactive manner. For instance, a map is used to represent the geolocation of events
and the tweets related to them. The system demands for tight interaction of the user
and the machine to process data and make sense of it.
NLP techniques are employed to extract meaningful information from users’ communi-
cations on social media. The result of these automated methods is presented graphically
to the user so that user can provide his or her knowledge and expertise to optimize
2The address of the website is http://www.billboard.com . An archived data of 2013 based on contents
of this site has been obtained from http://www.webcitation.org last accessed: 1 June, 2017
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the performance on the system. In addition, the user can be interactively involved in
providing required inputs for automated prediction tasks. Each algorithm that runs in
the background, represents its findings in form of various graphical representations to
be comprehensible to the user. In a continues loop between human and machine, user
gets insights from automated processes and tries to optimize these processes using her
knowledge.
The user can set and change the required inputs of the predicting algorithms and based
on the visually represented results, user can decide to reset these values. Therefore,
the user is always involved in the process of prediction and can contributes to its
improvement. The results of the predictions are also visually explorable. The user can
easily see and compare the predictions against the real-world values. The entire process
can be refined iteratively. Finnaly, it is important to note that the approach is meant to
be generic and applicable to different datasets. In other words, the system is developed
in a dynamic way which is adaptable to new inputs. Therefore, the dataset in use is only
an example and the system is aimed to work with other datasets as well.
4
2 Foundation
In this chapter, an introduction to visual analytics and machine learning is presented.
The idea of visual analytics and its applications together with building blocks and
processes involved in visual analytics, are discussed. The concept of information and
interactive visualization is also discussed. Later, there is a short look at some definitions
and problems that machine learning addresses.
2.1 Visual Analytics
In today’s world, massive volumes of data from various resources are available which
in its raw form, is ineffective for people to gain knowledge from. The lower cost of
data storage hardware compared to the past together with developments in database
management systems, makes it easy and inexpensive to store and retrieve huge amount
of data. It is not the acquisition of raw data that matters the most, rather turning
these enormous data volumes into dependable and comprehensive knowledge. We need
means to extract valuable information hidden in unrefined data resources and present
them in a meaningful manner. Visual analytics helps us to achieve this by combining
automated analysis techniques with interactive visualizations[KKEM10].
2.1.1 Applications
Visual analytics is applicable when analysis of large information spaces is needed. Physics,
astronomy, biology, emergency management are a few examples. “The visual analytics
approach can significantly support the process of identifying unexpected phenomena
inside the massive and dynamic data streams that would otherwise not be found by
standard algorithmic means.” Climate and weather monitoring is another example of
visual analytics application. Sensors collect vast amounts of data related to weather such
as temperature, wind speed, humidity etc. Visual approaches facilitate the involvement
of the field experts, in the interpretation of these data to gain more insight into the
dependencies of climate factors and climate change scenarios that would otherwise
be hard to identify. For instance, Figure 2.1 shows an interactive maps with different
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Figure 2.1: An interactive visualization of ice concentration in Antarctic continent.
Color coding for different percentage of ice/water and interactive tools such as time range filter
are available to researchers for a better analysis of data [nasaice17].
information that can help expert users to visually perceive trends and patterns in the
how density of ice has changed in Antarctic over past 17 years.
2.1.2 Visual Analytics Process
The visual analytics process combines automatic and visual analysis methods with human
interaction in order to obtain knowledge from the data [KKEM10].
Different stages of visual analytics process are shown in Figure 2.2. The first step is often
to preprocess and transform the data. This step includes data cleaning, normalization,
grouping, or integration of heterogeneous data sources. Data mining methods are
applied to generate models of the original data. After creating a model the analyst has
to assess and refine the model, which can best be done by interacting with the data.
Visualizations allow the analysts to interact with the automatic methods by altering
parameters or selecting other analysis algorithms. Model visualization can then be used
to evaluate the results of the created models [KKEM10].
The iterative loop between visualization and automatic methods (model creation) is
characteristic for the visual analytics process and leads to a continuous enhancement
and verification of initial results [KKEM10]. The user should be the decision maker in
6
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Figure 2.2: The visual analytics process
[KKEM10].
Figure 2.3: Building blocks of visual analytics
[KKEM10].
giving the direction of the analysis along his or her specific task. The system has to
provide effective tools of interaction, so that the user can concentrate on this specific
task [KAF+08].
2.1.3 Building Blocks of Visual Analytics
Figure 2.3 shows the building blocks of visual analytics and how it combines science
and technology from many fields.
Visualization
Visualization can be divided into two main categories:
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1. Scientific visualization is "the use of interactive visual representations of scientific
data, typically physically based, to amplify cognition [Nag06]." Visualization of whole
body scans down to molecular structures, with interactive capabilities such as zoom and
focus, is an example of this field.
2. Information visualization deals with abstract data, often with many dimensions.
business data, social networks and scientific data are some examples. [KKEM10].
Data Management
Finding effective ways to manage heterogeneous data types are important to visual
analytics. In the era of Internet, with easy access to numerous data types, a main focus
of database technologies has turn to handling this data diversity [KKEM10].
Data Mining
Data mining is the process and techniques for discovering patterns and structures from
substantial amounts of data. The data sources can include databases, data warehouses,
Web, or other information repositories.
There are computational techniques to help humans in extracting useful information
(knowledge) from the large volumes of data, these techniques and tools are the subject of
the field of knowledge discovery in databases (KDD). “Knowledge Discovery in Databases
is the nontrivial process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and ultimately
understandable patterns in data [FPS+96].”
“Data Mining is a step in the KDD process consisting of applying data analysis and dis-
covery algorithms that, under acceptable computational efficiency limitations, produce a
particular enumeration of patterns over the data [FPS+96].”
Spatio-temporal Data Analysis
Spatial data represent real world locations, such as GPS (Global Positioning System)
data. On the other hand, temporal data is the kind of data that varies over time, for
instance stock prices.
Spatial-temporal data have references both in space and in time, for example tracking
of moving object over time. This type of data present more complexity and ambiguity.
Spatio-temporal data can be incomplete and collected at various times. They also include
complicated topological relations between objects in space [JS99].
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2.2 Visualization
Human beings seek structure, patterns, trends, irregularities, and relationships in data.
Visualization supports this by presenting the data in various forms with differing inter-
actions. A visualization can deliver an overview of large and complex data sets, can
summarize data, and can contribute in recognizing areas of interest for more focused
quantitative analysis. In an ideal system, visualization takes maximum advantage of the
perceptual capabilities of the human visual system [FWG02].
Information visualization can be defined as "the process of transforming data, informa-
tion, and knowledge into visual form making use of humans’ natural visual capabilities"
[GE97] or, more concisely, as "the computer-assisted use of visual processing to gain
understanding" [CM97] [Chi01].
2.2.1 Information Visualization
Information visualization, is the computer aided use of visual processing to achieve un-
derstanding. It is a topic of substantial development and research [CM97]. "Information
visualization is the use of interactive visual representations of abstract, non-physically
based data to amplify cognition [Nag06]."
When information is offered visually, effective innate human capabilities can be used to
observe and process data. With information visualization, more information can be seen
and understood in a few minutes. Information visualization methods intensify cognition
by increasing human mental resources, reducing search times, improving recognition of
patterns [FWG02].
2.2.2 Interactive Visualization
Information visualization (Infovis) systems, have two key components: representation
and interaction. The interaction component includes the interchange between the user
and the system as the user explores the data set to expose insights. Representation
and interaction are not mutually exclusive. For instance, interaction with a system can
trigger a change in representation [YKS07].
With respect to [YKS07] following categories of user interaction are used:
• Select: selecting items such as menus or buttons.
• Explore: presenting different level of details on data set via pan and zoom.
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• Abstract/Elaborate: showing more or less details on user demand.
• Filter: showing or hiding tweets and events on the map.
• Connect: user interface feedbacks based on relationship of items on the system.
These interaction methods are utilized to facilitate the involvement of the user in the
process of visual analytics. Combining user insights with machine capabilities leads to a
continuous improvement of the prediction tasks.
2.3 Natural Language Processing
NLP can be defined as the application of computational techniques to the analysis and
synthesis of natural language and speech. The goal is to achieve human-like language
processing [Cho03].
2.3.1 Stop Words
Some extremely simple and common words, seem to contribute very little to no value
to our purpose of extracting the frequent terms. Consider the following samples: “I,
in, an, will, this, that, at, which”. These sorts of words are called stop words. In our
application, such words are entirely filtered out as they can be misleading in finding the
words frequently used by users in their tweets [MRS+08].
2.3.2 Stemming and Lemmatization
In any document, different forms of a word may be used. For instance, “go”, “going”,
and “goes” are all grammatically different but they all refer to the same word “go”.
When it comes to searching a text, and see how frequent the word has been used, it
seems useful to not only take the exact word into consideration, but also its different
grammatical form. Stemming refers to a heuristic that cuts off the ending of words, with
hope to reduce different grammatical forms of a word to its common root [MRS+08].
Lemmatization is often referred to as structural analysis of words, aiming to return the
base or dictionary form of a word, which is called lemma [MRS+08]. Take the previous
example of the word “go”. The word “went” is the past tense of “go”. Although they are
different in letters, they both refer to the same concept. In this work, users’ tweets are
examined to extract frequent words which refer to the same concepts. These frequent
10
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words will be later offered to user as potentially useful features in the process of building
the Model.
For example, imagine there are two following tweets:
- “I am going to this concert.”
- “I think you should go and see this event.”
Both Tweets refer to the same concept: going somewhere. Therefore, although the two
sentences use different form of the word “go”, they are both equally interesting to us
and must be taken to consideration when computing the frequency of the word “go”.
2.4 Machine Learning
From the invention of computers there was always the question of whether a computer
can ‘learn’. Before going through the details of machine learning, and its algorithms and
methods, we should define what ‘learning’ means for a machine. Arthur Samuel in 1959
defined machine learning as the “field of study that gives computers the ability to learn
without being explicitly programmed” [Mun14].
2.4.1 Supervised Learning vs. Unsupervised Learning
Supervised learning is a machine learning technique for making predictions. In this
method, the learner algorithm receives a known dataset (called the training dataset).
The training dataset consists of instances of data and their values. Using the training
set, the supervised learning algorithm builds a model that can make predictions. To
evaluate the performance of the model, a test dataset is often used. Using larger training
datasets leads to more accurate models with higher prediction capabilities. In supervised
learning, there are two groups of algorithms[Alp14; MRT12]:
• Classification
• Regression
In unsupervised learning the input examples are not class labeled. The aim is to extract
structure and group data instances into classes without prior knowledge being available.
In this works, the goal is to predict the number of attendance in a public event. Therefore,
supervised learning and regression is used [KHP12].
11
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2.4.2 Classes of Machine Learning Problems
Th following is a list of major classes in machine learning:
Classification:: The problem of assigning a category (class) to each item.
Example: classifying a loan request from a bank customer as low-risk or high-risk
(see Figure 2.4). The input is the information about a customer. The classifier’s task
is to assign the input to one of the two classes. After training with the past data, a
classification rule learned may be: If income is greater than θ1 and savings are greater
than θ2 then low-risk ELSE high-risk [Alp14].
Figure 2.4: Example of classification
[Alp14]. Each circle corresponds to one data instance with input values in the corresponding
axes and its sign indicates the class.
Regression: Predicting real value for each item.
Example: prediction of a used car price. Inputs are the car attributes such as brand,
engine capacity, mileage, and other information. The output is the price of the car
[Alp14].
12
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Figure 2.5: A training dataset of used cars and the function fitted
[Alp14].
One of the approaches in regression is simple linear regression. To give a better under-
standing of regression, here this approach is describe with an example. Suppose we want
to examine the relationship between the number of points won by a mini golf player
and the number of times a player has played before. Figure 2.6 shows the available data
for this task. Items in column labeled ID represents the people. Column labeled X is the
number of prior plays and column labeled Y is the number of points won by each player
[DH16].
13
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Figure 2.6: Golfing scores and prior plays
[DH16].
As you can see in 2.6 3 people have played just once (X = 1) yet received 2,3, or 4
points (Y). Y is the distribution of the three people who met the condition X = 1. This
is called a conditional distribution. The mean of these values is 3. If we calculate all
conditional means, and map the data set in a scatter plot (Figure 2.7) we can see that
all seven conditional means fall in a straight line. This situation is called linearity. In
simple linear regression, we model the data in a way to fit a straight line [DH16].
14
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Figure 2.7: A line through conditional means
[DH16].
In this work, multiple linear regression and a regression implementation of support
vector machine (SVM) are used. These two regression approaches are discussed in
details in section 2.4.5.
Ranking: Order items according to some criterion. Example: Ordering results of a
search engine based on the relevance of each result[MRT12].
Clustering: Partition items into similar sections when we only have input data. The
goal is to recognize the regularities and patterns in the input and put analogous input
items into distinct partitions [MRT12].
2.4.3 Attribute Selection
“An attribute is a data field, representing a characteristic or feature of a data object”
[KHP12]. Example: the number of tweets, published on the day of a music concert, can
be used as an attribute. The input to a machine learning scheme is a set of instances.
Each instance is a set of attributes. Instances are the things that are to be classified,
associated, or clustered. Unrelated or disrupting attributes in a dataset often reduce
the accuracy of the learning methods. Due to this negative effect, an attribute selection
stage is often performed, before applying the learning algorithms. The best solution
for choosing relevant attributes is manually, operated by the expert user, based on
15
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a deep understanding of the learning problem and actual meaning of the attributes.
Nevertheless, automatic methods can also be beneficial. The aim is to show the user,
how well each individual attribute is correlated with the class. This will assist the user
in choosing better attributes that leads to building a better model [KHP12].
Relief
In this work, the Weka [HFH+09] implementation of the RELIEF algorithm (ReliefFAt-
tributeEval) is used. ReliefFAttributeEval can evaluate attributes individually and rank
them based on the final calculated weight assigned to each of attributes. This method
can deal with numerical values which make it suitable to our use case. Relief algorithm is
based on feature weight and instance-based learning. Relief distinguishes those features
which are statistically related to the class. The Figure 5-2 shows the Relief algorithm.
in this algorithm, training data S, sample size m, and a threshold of relevancy t are
given.
To determine the near-miss and near- hits, Relief uses the p-dimensional Euclidean
distance. Weight update is done for all sample triplets (instance X, its Near-hit instance
and Near-miss instance. Lastly, Relief selects those features whose average weight
(‘relevance level’) is above the given threshold t.
2.4.4 Test Set Selection
The training set is available but the performance of the model on the training set that
was used to build that model, is not a good indicator of its actual performance on the
test set. On the other hand, as a general rule, having a bigger training dataset leads to
creating better prediction models. Hence, separating the data into training and test set
has the down side of losing a part of our training set. In cases that we have easy access
to large data sets, this problem is less significant. We can afford this separation since we
have always large numbers of data to train the learning algorithms on. Alternatively, in
many cases the process of gaining the raw data is difficult and costly. Large amount of
data is not always available.
In this work, a relatively small data set is available. Due to the shortage of time, data
from 150 music events is obtained from the available resource. Cross-validation is a
known technique for separating the data set into training and test set, which is especially
suitable for smaller data set. Therefore, this technique is used in the process of building
and evaluating the model.
Cross validation
For training the learning algorithms, a certain proportion of the dataset should be
reserved for testing and the remainder is used for training. In practice, it is common
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Figure 2.8: Relief pseudocode
[KR92]
to hold out one-third of the data for testing and use the rest for training. In this case,
the problem is that the small sample used for training (or testing) might not be a good
representative of the whole dataset and therefore, you could hardly expect a learning
algorithm to learn from that data to perform [WFHP16].
“In cross-validation, you decide on a fixed number of folds, or partitions of the data.
Suppose we use three. Then the data is split into three approximately equal partitions
and each in turn is used for testing and the remainder is used for training. That is, use
two-thirds for training and one-third for testing and repeat the procedure three times so
that, in the end, every instance has been used exactly once for testing [WFHP16].”
In this work, since our dataset is small, cross-validation is used for distinguishing the
test set from the training set.
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Figure 2.9: An example of clustering.
A 2-D plot of customer data with respect to customer locations in a city, showing three data
clusters [KHP12].
2.4.5 Numeric Prediction
The group of machine learning problems where the output is a number are called
regression problems. In this work, the task is to predict the number of attendance in a
public event. Therefore, it is a regression problem [WFHP16].
Linear Regression
in linear regression, the idea is to find a linear combination of the attributes, that can
explain and predict the class. There are two types of linear regression: simple and
multiple. In simple linear regression, the data is modeled in a way to fit a straight line.
For instance, the variable, x (response variable), can be modeled as a linear function of
a (predictor variable), with this equation:
x = w.a+ b
The coefficients, w and b are the regression coefficients. w specifies the slope of the line
and b the y-intercept [WFHP16].
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on the other hand, in multiple linear regression, the idea is to use a linear combination
of multiple attributes, to express the class.
The training data is used to calculate the weights (w) in the above function [WFHP16].
In this work, based on user choice there could be one or more attributes. The expert
user, has the freedom to choose a single attribute, such as “number of tweets” to predict
the class which is the number of attendance in each event. The user, also may decide
to choose multiple attributes, from the list of suggested attributes, in order to create a
more accurate model. To provide this level of freedom, the multiple linear regression
model is used.
In multiple linear regression, The idea is to articulate the class as a linear combination
of attributes, with predetermined weights:
x = w0 + w1a1 + w2a2 + ...+ wkak
where x is the class; a1, a2, . . . , ak are the attribute values; w1, w2, ..., wk are weights.
The weights are calculated based on the training set. The first instance will have a class,
say x(1), and attribute values a(1)1 , a
(1)
2 , . . . , a
(1)
k where the superscript indicates that it is
the first example. To have a more convenient notation, an extra attribute a1 with the
value of 1 is assumed. The predicted value for the first instance’s class is:∑k
j=0wja
(1)
j = w0a
(1)
0 + w1a
(1)
1 + w2a
(2)
2 + ...+ wka
(k)
k
This is the predicted value for the first instance’s class. The difference between the
predicted and the actual values must be calculated. In linear regression coefficients wj
are chosen to minimize the sum of the squares of these differences over for all training
instances. If there are n training instances, we have:∑n
i=1(x(i) −
∑k
j=0wja
(i)
j )2
where the expression in between the parentheses is the difference between the ith
instance’s actual class and its predicted class. This sum of squares should be minimized
by selecting the proper coefficients [WFHP16].
Support Vector Machine
“SVM is a method for the classification of both linear and nonlinear data. It uses a
nonlinear mapping to transform the original training data into a higher dimension.
Within this new dimension, it searches for the linear optimal separating hyperplane
(i.e., a “decision boundary” separating the tuples of one class from another). With an
appropriate nonlinear mapping to a sufficiently high dimension, data from two classes
can always be separated by a hyperplane. The SVM finds this hyperplane using support
vectors (“essential” training tuples) and margins (defined by the support vectors). The
SVM finds the maximum separating hyperplane, that is, the one with maximum distance
between the nearest training tuples [KHP12].”
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Figure 2.10: Support Vector Machine example.
There are two possible separating hyperplanes and their associated margins. The one with the
larger margin (b) should have greater generalization accuracy [WFHP16].
There are SVM algorithms, that can be used in regression problems. Similar to linear
regression (LR) the goal is to find a function that approximates the training points well
by minimizing the prediction error. The key difference with LR is that all deviations
up to a user-specified parameter ϵ are simply discarded. In addition in Support vector
regression, normally it is the predictions’ absolute error that is minimizing instead of the
squared error used in linear regression.
These algorithms can also be used with nonlinear problems using kernel functions.as
you can see in 2.11, ϵ defines a tube around the regression function in which errors are
ignored [WFHP16].
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Figure 2.11: A regression problem
with one attribute, a numeric class, and eight instances, And 1 as ϵ [WFHP16].
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3 Related Work
Before the rise of social media, blogs as the early user provided contents were the subject
of studies. [MG+06] examines the idea of applying sentiment analysis methods to
weblogs, in the domain of movies. For each movie, they collected all relevant weblog
posts that was considered relevant. Their measure for relevancy is first, the blog post is
within a time window starting before and after movie’s opening weekend and second,
the post contained a link to the movie’s IMDB page.
Their analysis was carried out over 49 movies. these consist of all movies released
between February and August 2005, with a minimum budget of $1M. They show that in
the domain of movies, there is good correlation between references to movies in weblog
posts, and the movies’ financial success(see Figure 3.1).
Figure 3.1: Per-movie comparison of income and positive references.
movie income is shown by solid line and positive references with dashed line, sorted by degree
of correlation. The X-axis shows the movie IMDB ID [MG+06].
Although weblog contents are different with today’s method of micro blogging in social
media, but the idea of considering the context of sentences, alongside the volume of
content, is applicable in this work. A more recent work, dedicated to prediction based
on social media, has been done in [AH10]. They extracted 2.89 million tweets referring
to 24 different movies over a period of three months and showed that a simple model
built from the rate at which tweets are created about specific subjects can perform better
than market-based predictors. Similar to our approach, they also used Twitter as the
source for data and considered the contents of the tweets as well.
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In another work based on Twitter contents, [ZFG11] explains that measuring quantity of
emotional words, such as hope, fear etc. correlates with the stock market indicators. As
you can see in 3.2, “when the emotions on twitter fly high, that is when people express
a lot of hope, fear, and worry, the Dow goes down the next day. When people have less
hope, fear, and worry, the ow goes up [ZFG11].”
Figure 3.2: The negative correlation
between Dow and “hope+fear+worry%-3-mean”.“hope+fear+worry%-3-mean” is the mean
value for combined usage of these terms against total number of tweets [ZFG11]
Studies on involving human in process Works mentioned so far, mostly used automated
techniques to find a meaningful correlation between user provided contents and real
world outcomes. Although their finding shows encouraging correlation between user
provided contents and ground truth observations, they do not address the benefits
of involving human in the analysis to enhance the findings. The topic of enhancing
automated methods by user interaction, has also been taken into consideration by
several studies. [MPG+14] argues that “the algorithms are used as black boxes that run
to completion in isolation which contradicts the needs of interactive data exploration.”
They discuss possibilities to enable user participation in ongoing computations. The
idea of “the direction of information”, discussed in this work, is particularly relevant to
this work. They distinguish between feedback and control. Feedback is the information
from the computation to the user which visual representation. Control on the other
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hand, is information passed from the user to the computation and requires interaction
techniques. In this work, this bidirectional information flow is used, to assure strong
connection between user and the work of the machine.
A recent work in interactive model analysis ([LWLZ17]) defines a suite of visual analytics
techniques in three categories:
• “understanding why machine learning models behave the way they do (under-
standing);”
• “diagnosing a training process that fails to converge or does not achieve an accept-
able performance (diagnosis);”
• “guiding experts to improve the performance and robustness of machine learning
models (refinement)”
In the current work, “diagnosis” and “refinement” categories are considered by providing
the user with graphical representations of model outcomes and interactive tools for them
to refine the process. In [KBT+13], “an interactive system is implemented that aims
at complementing fully automatic methods relying on structured data with interactive
visualization to let analysts integrate their expert knowledge as well as unstructured
information sources into the prediction process.” 3.3 shows a “prediction process with
feedback loops” that is designed and developed which the process pipeline in our work
is inspired by it.
Figure 3.3: Prediction process with feedback loops
[KBT+13].
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4 Concept
In this chapter, the concept of developed approach is explained by first elaborating
the research problems and then examining how visual analytics can help to produce a
solution. Additionally, utilization of the visual analytics process and how it is helpful in
building the conceptual approach is explained alongside with requirements needed to
realize the concept.
As explained in section 1.2, the goal is to develop an approach that addresses the
question of how to utilize user-generated contents from social media to predict real
world quantities. The first challenge, is to analyze data and transform the raw data into
useful information that can later be used in the prediction process. After automated
extraction of information, expert users can be involved by analyzing these findings
and reflecting their insights by tuning parameters used in automated processes. This
continues loop between machine and human, can be repeated until optimized results are
achieved. Considering the mentioned process, science of visual analytics is the perfect
candidate to deal with our research problems.
To realize the approach, its requirements should be provided. On the machine side,
there is a need for algorithms capable of processing natural languages for extracting
useful information from social media contents. Additional information such as time
and location of user generated is also calculated by machine. Additionally, learning
algorithms must be trained based on extracted information and existing ground truth
observations, to predict numeric values. On the human side, visual representations of
findings of the machine, together with interactive methods for data exploration and
parameter modification, are essential.
4.1 Concept Overview
In the current work, a six-step prediction process/pipeline is designed and implemented
to address research questions. This separation of concerns, assist the user in focusing
on each step of the general process. Figure 4.1 illustrates this process. Each step is
designed to prepare the perquisites for the next steps. Except for the first step (data
preprocessing) all other steps can be taken backwards. This gives the user the ability to
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iterate through different steps in order to optimize the prediction results.
Figure 4.1: Prediction pipeline.
The process starts with an automated processing of the raw data. Other Steps that are marked
with orange arrows, use both machine and human capabilities. These steps are reversible and
can be taken in iteration.
4.2 Data Preprocessing
Data is obtained from social media in form of separate files. Each file consists of the
tweets related to a music event that were published on the day of event and in a close
vicinity to the venue of that event. The volume of the tweets has been also calculated
in each file to be later used in attribute selection process. In addition to the number of
tweets, every sentence is processed to find the most frequently used words. The idea
is to inspect a possible correlation between the terms that people use (such as concert,
ticket, etc.) in their tweets and their attendance.
Unprocessed short-messages (tweets) from the famous social media platform, Twitter,
are given to the system as input. The aim is to enrich this raw data with additional infor-
mation such as time and location of the tweets, and produce this processed information
as the output. After processing the dataset and extracting meaningful information from
the raw data, this information can now be used for next steps.
4.3 Training Set Selection
Having domain knowledge, the user should be able to effectively involve in refining
the set of data, on which the learning algorithms will later build a prediction model.
Depending on the type of problem, the user might decide to filter the training set based
on a specific time or location. The dataset belonging to one location might not be a good
indicator for predicting a quantity in another location. Consider a scenario in which the
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task is to predict football fans attendance in a European football league. If a great deal of
the dataset belongs to tweets from United States, there they have a total different usage
of the word "football" (instead they use soccer). Training the learning algorithms based
on the word “football” on data from USA, may lead in wrong predictions. A similar
argument goes for temporal filtering. User should be able to decide which range of time
is relevant in each individual case.
4.4 Attribute Selection
At this point, the user has a good impression of the dataset. The decision about which
part of data set to use, has been made. This section of the application, provides visual
and interactive tools for selecting proper attributes base on the filtered data set from the
previous step. Interactive methods are devised for the user to be able to choose suitable
attributes as the input for learning algorithms. Volume of the user content and also
common keywords that people have used in their tweets are calculated using automated
techniques and then represented to user to choose from by means of visualization and
interactivity.
4.5 Model Selection
When attributes are selected, they can be used in prediction algorithms to predict
the class. In this approach, two different prediction algorithms are available that are
designed to deal with the numeric values. Namely, LR and SVM. These algorithms can
be tuned by setting different parameters. The application provides means for the expert
user to set these parameters. The details about these algorithms and their parameters
are available in section 2.4.5.
The implemented application in this work, is designed to work with various regression
problems. Each prediction problem has a different dataset with different data point
distributions. Some can be defined using a linear model, while others might need a
non-leaner function to build an accurate prediction model. Therefore, based on the type
of the problem, the expert user can choose different algorithms and refine each of them
by setting related parameters. To assist the user in the process of refinement, visual
means has been user.
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4.6 Evaluation
Evaluation is a major step to achieve real progress. There should be measures to evaluate
how well the prediction model is performing. In the implemented approach of this work,
user can constantly evaluate the results of the predictions and by changing inputs of
learning algorithms, try to refine the prediction.
4.7 Prediction
In this last step, our approach provides the user with a map on which the results of the
predictions on a test set is shown. The goal here is to visualize the predictions on the
location of the event. By a quick look, user can see in which location the predictions
were more successful. This section uses an isolated test set that was not exposed to
learning algorithms, to make sure the prediction, is not affected by this exposer. In
addition, the prediction section can be used without ground truth information. In other
words, in real word scenario, this part serves as a visualization of the prediction outcome
of the future events.
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In this chapter, the implemented application is described in details. All parts of the
application, are put together using an interactive user interface. Various visualization
tools and techniques are available to users throughout the application to assist them
with data exploration, feature selection, model evaluation, comparisons, and more.
It is crucial, to empower users with visual and interactive tools to make sure they can
easily interact with the user interface and see the results of their actions in a clear and
comprehensible manner.
Before going through the details, we need to provide some information about our data.
The dataset we used in this work, is in form of separate csv files. Each file consists
of user messages taken from Twitter website. The tweets are published on the date
of a specific music event and from a close area around the place of that event. For
performing machine learning related tasks, we used a well-known machine learning
(ML) framework called Weka [HFH+09]. Weka contains tools for data pre-processing,
classification, regression, attribute selection, and visualization.
5.1 User Interface Overview
We start with giving an overview of the complete application to show its general form.
Figure 5.1 consists of two sections. On the left you see a screen shot of the application
and on the right side there is the prediction pipeline that was explained in section 4.1.
The interface has a clear top to down work flow. This step by step process, helps the
user to concentrate on each task.
As you can see in Figure 5.1, a navigation bar is devised on top of the page that shows
the user in which step of the process he or she is by highlighting the name of the
current step. As explained in the introduction section, the approach is supposed to
be iterative. Therefore, we need means to easily navigate throughout the application
and go from each step to the other. As you can see in Figure 5.2 the navigation bar
clearly distinguishes each step from the other. It is worth noting that the navigation bar
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Figure 5.1: Application and its relation with the conceptual process.
(a) Screenshot of the application. (b) Conceptual prediction process
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Figure 5.2: Navigation bar locked on top of the application.
sticks to the top of the page and will not disappear when user scrolls down in the page.
Therefore, the user will not lose track of where he or she is in the process.
5.2 Data Exploration
After navigation, the first panel is dedicated to data exploration (Figure 5.4). All tweets,
based on their location, are scattered on the map. Displaying enormous number of items
on a map is challenging. Firstly, rendering these items in the browser consumes a lot
of system resources. If you try to render around 20,000 tweets each having an icon on
the map, the browser window freezes for seconds. This can create a detrimental user
experience.
The second problem of displaying individual tweets on the map, is that the user must
perceive and process a confusingly large amount of information at once. Additionally,
this can also introduce visual cluttering and make it difficult for humans to perceive
useful information in a brief time.
The solution to the above problem is grouping tweets into clusters of tweets. On the
default zoom level of the map, user sees a grouped (clustered) view of the tweets. That
is, the tweets that are close to each other location wise, are grouped. The size of the
cluster represents the density of tweets in that location. Figure 5.3 compares two views
from the map, one with and the other without clustering.
So, by the first look, user can get a sense of the relative amount of tweets published in
various locations. User can search inside the data by inserting a keyword in the input
search bar on top of the map. More details are available on demand. Meaning user can
zoom in up to level of individual tweets and read them by clicking on the Twitter icon.
As shown in Figure 5.5 each cluster is also labeled with the short name of the event. By
putting mouse pointer on each cluster, more details about the event, including its full
name and date, is visible.
At the bottom of the map, a selectable slider is located. This slider is labeled with dates
in which the events have taken place. As depicted in Figure 5.6 the slider has two
handles with which the user can easily filter the tweets shown on the map based on their
date. There is also a search bar available to the user. One can search for a word and the
tweets or cluster of tweets containing that word will appear on the map (Figure 5.7).
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Figure 5.3: Scattered tweets on the map.
The screenshot on top, shows the usage of clustering. while the below image shows tweets
without clustering.
According to the task taxonomy of information visualizations [Shn96], for an effective
interaction with the system, the user should be able to have an overview of the whole
data collection. User also has to be able to zoom in on items of interest and filter out
uninteresting items. In addition, details should be provided on user demand.
The default view of the map gives an overview of the place of the events. User can zoom
in and out for various levels of details. The zoomed-out view represents the whole date
set while one can zoom in to the level of individual tweets. A temporal filtering is also
available to the users. They can simple change the range of time and filter out undesired
dates.
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Figure 5.4: Data exploration made easy by scattering data on a map.
(a)A view from above shows tweets group in green clusters. (b) zoom in the map up to the level
of individual tweets.
Figure 5.5: Details available on demand for each event.
In both geographic and temporal filtering, the users can see the effect of their action
immediately on the map. This live feedback provides a sense of interactivity and ease
the process of filtering the dataset.
Figure 5.6: A slider widget for date based filtering.
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Figure 5.7: Searching tweets on the map.
The Figure shows a search based on keyword “Hello” in the search bar.
5.3 Attribute Selection
This part, visually represents the findings of automated methods which was used to
extract useful attributes from raw data (user tweets). NLP techniques (see section 2.3)
and statistical calculations of frequent words (see section 4.2) are used in background
for this purpose. In the current work, we have used the Stanford CoreNLP framework
which provides a set of natural language analysis tools [MSB+14]. This allows us to
process user sentences which are the main building block of our dataset.
First let us have a look at an unprocessed tweet file (Figure 5.8). There are several
information that are obtainable from each data instance (we regard to each separate file
as a data instance). First of all, the file name consists of the name of the event and the
date in which it was held. The contents of each file are the user tweets that was posted
on the same date and location wise, in a close vicinity of the concert venue. Therefor
not only each tweet but also the GPS coordination of the sender is known.
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Figure 5.8: A look into a file containing unprocessed tweets.
The complementary data to the tweet files, is the report file. Report file (Figure 5.9)
contains the ground truth information: name, location, promoter, city and number of
people who attended an event.
Figure 5.9: The report file containing ground truth information.
The location and dates of events (music concerts) are used to visualize the events on the
map. The application calculates the range of dates and sort them from earliest to latest.
This sorted list will be later used to allow temporal selection on the dataset. That is, the
user can choose a set of dates, happening in between two dates.
The process of finding the frequent keywords seems to be easy at the first look. It
could be easily done by going through each data-instance and see how many times
each word has been used. However, there is a problem with this simplified approach.
There is this possibility that in our dataset we have some popular events with many
tweets, and on some less popular events with significantly fewer tweets. If, for example,
a Taylor Swift concerts gets more attention and people tweet more about it, then the
frequency of the terms such as “Taylor Swift” or the name of the stadium in which
the event was held, would be much higher than the other terms. On the other hand,
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the dispersion of this words among the whole data-set could be meaningfully low.
Therefore, one or a set of terms which were frequent in one instance might be falsely
introduced as on overall frequent word. Statistics, can help us to overcome this problem
of concentrated frequency. The application calculates the variance of each word as
telling factor of dispersion. The more times a word appears in different data instances,
the lower its variance will be. The below formula of Variance has been implemented in
the application:
var(x) = 1
n
∑i=1
n (Xi − µ)2
The frequent words are weighed considering their variance. At the end the chosen words
are the ones that have both maximum frequency and minimum variance.
In addition to the problem explained above, the second twist in calculating the frequent
terms, is different form of the words in a language. For instance, words such as
“participate”, “participation” and “participating”, they all refer to a same concept and
therefor mush be considered in a same category. But the standard String comparison
provided by programming languages, does not consider this case. “participate” is not
equal to “participation” and therefore their frequency will not be codependent. This is
clearly not what we want to achieve. We need methods to compute how frequent a term
is regardless of its grammatical usage. To address the problem mentioned in the last
paragraph, NLP techniques has been used.
The details about these techniques (called stemming and lemmatization) are discussed in
section 2.3. In short, the idea is to turn a word back to its root form and therefore, treat
different variation of a word as one single word. Variance calculation and Lemmatization,
helps us to reach a more unbiased and meaningful assessment of the frequency of each
word.
5.3.1 Attribute Suggestion
Each data instance in the application, is a file containing tweets related to a specific
event. These tweets, were collected based on the date and the location of the event. For
example, if a music event were held in a specific location and date, all the tweets from a
small area around that place on that were collected in a file as a data instance.
The number of tweets in each data instance, is considered as an attribute. The reason
for this choice was that we assumed a correlation between number of times that people
tweet about and event and their participation in that event. Furthermore, the city and
promoter of each event are available in the report file and are taken into consideration as
attributes. Since the date of each event is also available, it is possible to use automated
methods to calculate the season in which the event took place and also whether the event
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was on a weekend or not. The assumption here is that there is a possible correlation
between the number of attendance and these attributes.
In addition, having access to the contents of each tweet, made it possible to take this
content into consideration. The idea is that if tweets contain a set of keywords that are
frequently used, these keywords might make a suitable candidate as an attribute. For
that reason, a list of frequent words is presented to the user in the visual form of a word
cloud. The idea behind suggesting frequent words as attributes is that we suspect a
corelation between what people talk about in their tweets and their actual participation.
For instance, there could be a correlation between the usage of word "concert", and the
number of attendance in a music event.
Furthermore, informations about the events was also available. Namely, the city in which
the music concert was held and the promoter of the event. The season of the events
is also calculated using automated methods based on the date of events. Therefore,
promoter, city and season of the event are also suggested to the user as attributes. This
panel has two columns. As shown in Figure 5.12, the column on the left contains a
word-map of most frequent keywords. These are the suggested attributes. On the right
side of the panel, a bar chart is located to depict the quality of the attribute.
Figure 5.10: A word cloud used to visualize the most frequent words in the dataset.
The two columns are related in two ways. First, color coding is used to represent a
visual connection between the keywords on both sides. The same words, have the same
color. It would be difficult for the user to associate keywords frequency on the left, to
their corresponding quality on the right. Second, if the user put the mouse pointer
on top of word, it highlights on both side. User can add a word to the list of selected
attributes, by clicking on it on either side of the panel. Figure 5.12 shows the selected
attributes section. Again, the background color of each attribute, matches the color of
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Figure 5.11: Attribute selection panel.
that attribute on top. User can also deselect each attribute by clicking on the X icon next
to each selected attribute. These visual and interactive techniques are used to make
the involvement of the human in the prediction process easier. User can always return
to attribute selection and change her choices. Attribute selection panel is also visually
connected with the data exploration panel. When the user puts the mouse pointer on
each word, only the tweets containing that word are shown on the map (Figure 5.12).
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Figure 5.12: Connection between attribute selection and map.
When the user made a decision about the selected attributes, next step is to click on
“Create Model” button to build the model.
5.4 Model Evaluation
After selecting the appropriate features, it is time to use them for the supervised learning
algorithms to build a prediction model. The result of the prediction algorithms is
visualized using a scatter plot (Figure 5.13). The reason for this choice is that a scatter
plot can clearly depict discrete values (in our case number of attendance in a public
event). Additionally, using a scatterplot, it is easy to recognize the distribution of the
data. The values are sorted based on the class value. One can look at the points on the
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Figure 5.13: A scatter plot showing predicted(blue) versus class(red) values.
Figure 5.14: The name and the number of participants in an event
is shown on mouse hover.
scatter plot and immediately identify if the data have a linear or nonlinear distribution.
This information can later assist the expert user to select an appropriate model that
matches best with the data. User can see the information about each data point by
putting the mouse pointer over each circle. The value and the name of event appear on
a small tooltip next to the circle (Figure 5.13).
In this application, SMOreg algorithm from the Weka library is used that implements
SVM for regression. This algorithm is used in addition to linear regression algorithm that
is suitable for the situations that the data distribution is linear. In many situations that
the data distribution in not linear other methods for nonlinear data distribution should
be used. SVM is one of them. However, there are other algorithms for this purpose such
as multilayer perceptron that due to time constrains was not studied in this work. For
SMOreg the user can configure the following parameters (see Figure 5.16):
-C: <double>: The complexity constant. It controls how flexible the process for drawing
the line to fit the data can be. A value of 0 (the minimum) allows no violations of the
margin. The default is 1.
-N: Whether transform input data to 0=normalize, 1=standardize, 2=neither. Data
standardization is the process of rescaling one or more attributes so that they have a
mean value of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. Normalization however, ranges the
dataset between two values.
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Figure 5.15: Configurable parameters for linear regression.
Figure 5.16: Configurable parameters for SMOreg.
-K: The Kernel function to use. The default is a polynomial kernel that will fit the data
using a curved line, the higher the polynomial, the wavier. The Polynomial Kernel has a
default exponent of 1, which is equivalent to a linear kernel. A powerful kernel is the
RBF Kernel or Radial Basis Function Kernel that is capable of learning closed polygons
and complex shapes to fit the training data. The fact that which one produces the best
results depends on the application and the distribution of the data.
In addition to SMOreg, linear regression algorithm from Weka library has been also used
in this work. It can be best used when the distribution of the class in linear (for more
details on linear regression see 2.4.1).
The following parameters are configurable (see Figure 5.15):
Attribute selection methods: unrelated attributes to the class can negatively impact
performance. Weka can automatically perform feature selection to filter out these
unrelated attributes. In other words, if the selected attributes by the user consist of
some unrelated attributes, Attribute selection methods can be used to ignore them
[lrparameters16].
Ridge: Weka uses a ridge regularization technique to decrease the complexity of the
learned model. It does this by minimizing the square of the absolute sum of the learned
coefficients, which avoids any specific coefficient from becoming too large (a measure of
complexity in regression models) [lrparameters16].
Additionally, to provide quantitative comparison of model performance, we used a
grouped bar chart that shows series of error rates for the created models (5.17). Each
time the user makes a new model based on new attributes, a pair of bars consist of
relative absolute error (RAE) rates of linear regression model and SMOreg model are
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Figure 5.17: Comparing model error rates.
depicted. User can visually compare the error rate and evaluate the performance of the
learning algorithms ([WFHP16]). Relative absolute error is calculated as follows:
RAE =
∑n
i=1 |pi − ai|∑n
i=1 |ai − a¯i|
(5.1)
where p is a predicted value and a is an actual value and a¯ is a mean value of a.
5.5 Prediction
When the attributes are selected and the models are refined, the user can see the result
of predictions. A small set of dataset has been put aside as test set. These data instances
have not been exposed to learning algorithms. This section serves as a simulation for
predicting real-world values (such as number of attendance in an public event) that
happen in future. As you can see in Figure 5.18 user can compared the predicted values
with the real-world outcome. Of course, for future application there will not be any
class (real-world value) available. Each bar chart is labeled with the name of the event
that its participants is predicted. The orange bar shows the real value based on ground
truth information. The next two bars show the predicted value using linear regression
and SMOreg. User can hover on each bar using his or her mouse to see the predicted
values(Figure 5.19).
5.6 Web Application
The reason for choosing a web-based app over a desktop application, was to potentially
make the application available online without a need to install an instance on each user
device. Since it runs entirely in a browser environment, once deployed on a server, it
can be ubiquity accessed in any device with a modern browser. During the past few
years, JavaScript has rapidly evolved from a client-only programming language, to a
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Figure 5.18: Prediction vs. real-world values
Each bar char compares the class value with predicted values calculated by two prediction
models (LR and SOMreg).
Figure 5.19: Prediction values are available on mouse over.
full-stacked solution. There has been a great rise of single page application frameworks,
written in JavaScript. Since many of these frameworks are free, and backed by tech
giants such as Google 1 and Facebook 2, there has been a public appeal to them.
Next, a more detailed explanation of technologies used is presented. For the sake of
simplicity and clarity, the classic division of a web application into the frontend and the
backend is used to explain how the application is developed.
5.6.1 Frontend
Only the main frameworks and libraries used in the application, are explained here. a
complete list of dependencies can be found in package.json file.
Angular
1www.google.com, last accessed: 1 June, 2017
2www.facebook.com, last accessed: 1 June, 2017
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On the client side, the main framework in use, is Angular (version 4) [Goo17]. Angular
is a JavaScript framework for web applications. It uses hyperText markup language
(HTML) as the template language and provides tools for expanding HTML syntax for
creating new custom component.
Angular key features:
• Data binding: automatic data link between the model and view components.
• Custom document object model (DOM) attributes for repeating, showing and
hiding view elements.
• Input and form validation.
• Adding new behavior to DOM elements, such as DOM event handling.
• Grouping of HTML into reusable components.
These features make Angular a suitable choice for our application that involves inter-
activity. With Angular it is easy to detect and react to user initiated events. Each part
of the UI can be wrapped inside a module (called a component) which is maintainable
and easy to change in future. This modulation has been used is all parts of the frontend.
As an example, all the user interface (UI) elements and business logic (BL) related
the map we used to show the distribution of tweets, can be put into a module called
TweetMapComponent.js and shown in the DOM as a new custom element.
Bootstrap
In this work, we used a wide range of standard UI components, that is provided in
Bootstrap framework [Twi17]. Navigation bar, panels, buttons, input fields are a few
examples. Some basic animations, such as collapse and expand of panels, is used to give
the user the capability of minimizing some panels to focus on the other.
D3
data-driven documents (D3) [Bos17] is a JavaScript library for data visualization. D3
uses scalable vector graphics (SVG), Canvas and HTML to create various integrative
visualization tools. In this work, D3 is used for rendering different type of charts and
graphs that help users in the task of data exploration, comparisons etc.
Leaflet
Leaflet [Aga17] is an open-source JavaScript library for interactive maps. It contains
features such as markers, image overlays, zoom and pan animation. This library along
with mapbox [Map17] (a large provider of custom online maps) and a plug-in called
Leaflet Markercluster is used to show a map with tweets (Figure 5.20) scattered on
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it based on their GPS locations. The clustering is done to group tweets from nearby
location.
Figure 5.20: Distribution of tweets on the map.
5.6.2 Backend
“Node.js is a JavaScript runtime built on Chrome’s 3 V8 JavaScript engine. Node.js
uses an event-driven, non-blocking input/output model that makes it lightweight and
efficient [Fou17].” We used Node.js for handling server side operations, such as serving
static files such html files, and to perform input/output operation of the file system. In
addition, we use Weka for machine learning tasks. This software is developed using
Java programming language 4. As a result, we need tools that connect Java with are
JavaScript based web application. Node.js has functionalities that make this possible.
3https://www.google.com/chrome/browser/, last accessed: 1 June, 2017
4www.java.com, last accessed: 1 June, 2017
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6 Evaluation
In this chapter, an evaluation of the implemented approach is presented. Results of
predictions based on acquired social media data are explained. As mentioned in chapter
1, the goal is to predict real world quantitative values, based on social media content. To
test the functionality of our approach we acquired around 30,000 tweets from Twitter,
which were related to 150 music concerts. Each set of tweets was published by users
on the day of the event and from the location of the event’s venue or from a very close
distance.
In order to provide more accuracy, we also filtered daily tweets based on the hours in
which the event was held. For instance, instead of considering the whole day, we cut
out few hours of the day of concert in which the artists had performed. We considered
different attributes. Namely, count of tweets per event, whether the event was in a
weekend or not, the season of event, the promoter, the city and also the frequent words
used in user tweets.
As you can see in Figure 6.1, the quality of individual frequent words as attributes is low.
This quality estimation is based on attribute ranking algorithm Relief (see section 2.4.3).
The best results we achieved after using various combination of these attributes was a
relative absolute error (see section 5.4) of 57.06% using SMOreg algorithm(see section
2.4.3).
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Figure 6.1: Suggested attributes and their value visualized by a bar chart.
In our tests, selecting the count of tweets individually as an attribute, led to Relative
absolute error of 64.84% for the model created using SMOreg algorithm. This error rate
was 88.95%, 82.58%, 56.93%, 65.03% for weekend or weekday, season, promoter and
city respectively.
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Figure 6.2: Visualization of predicted values for frequent words as attributes.
Predicted values are shown as blue dots and class values as red dots.
In addition, the model error rate for a combination of all non-contextual attributes (i.e.
attributes that were not extracted from the tweets such as the promoter of the event etc.)
was 49.86% in our tests. The best performance we achieved was for SMOreg algorithm
using all attributes which led to an absolute relative error of 49.61%. You can see the
result of this test in form of a scatter plot in Figure 6.3. The lowers dispersion of the
dots and closer distance between red and blue dots, compared to Figure 6.2 is visible at
the first glance.
Figure 6.3: Visualization of predicted values for a combination of all attributes.
Predicted values are shown as blue dots and class values as red dots.
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7 Conclusion
In this work, we developed a visual analytics approach that combines human and
machine expertise and aims to make predictions about future numeric values. This
semi-automated approach is realized by an interactive visual interface.
The approach delivers interactive tools to explore contents derived from social media by
providing time and location filtering and selecting features required as input for training
machine learning algorithms and making predictions. It also allows visual investigation
of prediction results and measure quality of predictions with respect to the ground truth
information obtained from past observations.
In the course of this work, the implemented approach is used in several occasions for
predicting the number of attendance in a public music event. We learned that constant
interaction of the user with the implemented system can improves the prediction results.
This improvement is achieved on one hand by using machine learning techniques to
train models and make predictions, and on the other hand by involving expert user
through interactive tools to enhance the inputs and parameters used in these automated
methods.
We also learned that using various visualizations helps expert users to rapidly recognize
patterns and similarities. As an example, Figure 7.1 compares a visual scatter plot with
the same data in form of simple table. As you can see, using a suitable visualization
is a quick and easy to understand method for users to see the trends in data and an
estimation of how the accurate the predictions were. Having this fast feedback, expert
user can revise his approach and iteratively enhance the results.
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Figure 7.1: Data table versus scatter plot.
An example of usage of data visualization to ease the process of data analysis for human user.
Comparing various results, we noticed that considering only the contents of tweets
led to less accurate predictions compared to having a combination of content based
attributes and other attributes such as the name of the city, the promoter, the season in
which the event took place etc. The best results using a combination of frequent words
as attributes was a relative absolute error (see section 5.4) of 57.06% using SMOreg
algorithm. Although, this error rates decreased to 49.61% by using attributes such as city,
promoter and season of the event, the error rate is still high. This high error rate could
be due to small size of used data set and a phenomena called the curse of dimensionality
which is explained next in this chapter. In addition, due to nonlinear distribution of our
dataset, SOMreg algorithm performed better in our tests compared to linear regression
algorithm.
Curse of Dimensionality
The curse of dimensionality [Fri97] is a term used when dimensions of the feature space
are so high that the available training data becomes sparse [Dom12]. In this work, most
frequent words used in tweets, are used as features which creates a high dimensional
space that cannot be filled with the currently available data instances.
The available dataset in this work was relatively small (150 music events and in total
20,000 tweets). As a result, a part of large error rates for predictions could be because
of this small sized dataset. Machine learning algorithms perform better when larger
amount of data is available to learn from. Since the approach is generic and applicable
to bigger datasets, we believe using a larger dataset can lead to better predictions. We
experience this improvement first hand, when moving from a smaller dataset to the
current dataset of 150 events.
Another method to overcome curse of dimensionality, is dimension reduction. In any
dataset, there might be many attributes, that are irrelevant to the prediction task or
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redundant. Using automated methods for attribute subset selection can be a useful
approach for reducing dimensions and making more accurate predictions [KHP12].
Positive sentiments
In this work, we considered the frequency of terms people used in their tweets, regardless
of positivity or negativity of their meaning. A future step could be investigating the
effectiveness of positive sentiments versus negative. The benefit of this distinction is that,
we can provide a more informative set of suggestions as attributes to the user so that
they can make a better decision on whether to use an attribute for building the model or
not. Therefore, using automated methods for attribute subset selection can be a useful
approach for enhancing system performance and making more accurate predictions.
Active learning
“An active learning problem is one where the learner has the ability or need to influence
or select its own training data [CGJ96].” In our approach, we provide the user with
interactive and visual tools to select a training set. But this process can be enhanced
by complementary role of the machine. Statistical models [CGJ96] as well as machine
learning techniques [TK01] are introduced that can be automatically done for choosing
a more representative training set which leads to more accurate predictions.
Prediction algorithms
In this work, we provide Linear regression for datasets with linear distribution and
support vector machine for nonlinear cases. There are more learning algorithms that
can be taken into consideration. For instance, the multilayer perceptron is an artificial
neural network structure and can be used for classification and regression. For details
about this approach please refer to [Alp14].
Technical improvements
Due to time constrains, we did not used any sophisticated database system in our work.
we used the simple approach of reading csv files from the file system. Although this
approach was sufficient for the small dataset that we dealt with, for bigger datasets,
more sophisticated methods should be implemented in order to achieve faster and more
reliable automated data analysis.
Using a database has many advantages. They can handle querying tasks, therefore
searching into a dataset is convenient. They store information in form of connected
tables. Each table is properly indexed so accessing individual and groups of data is very
fast. Databases are reliable tools for storing data since they provide automatic tools data
backup and recovery[Djo97].
User interface improvements
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Figure 7.3: Overlapping labels of the music events can be hard to read.
The user interfaces we implemented, has a top to down flow. Although, having a step by
step approach which is clear to the user is useful, having an additional all-in-one view
can be also beneficial. The latter gives an overview of the system and it is easier to see
the interactive relationships between different visualizations in this view. Figure 7.2
shows a prototype of an all-in-one view.
Figure 7.2: A prototype of an all-in-one interface.
Having both top to down and all-in-one view is also useful as the user can switch
between two views and decide which one is more efficient for her current task.
Another concern is about the scalability of the interface for larger datasets. As you can
see in Figure 7.3 the labels of the events on the map can be sometimes hard to read for
nearby events. The current solution is to zoom in and have a smaller section in view
and consequently having less labels.
Alternatively, better representations of the labels can be introduced. For instance, labels
can be designed in a way that they can dynamically push away others label and use the
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extra space near the event cluster (green circles). Another approach could be removing
the labels and using meaningful symbols as an icon. Later if the user needs more details,
she can hover over the icon and read the details from a popup view.
In conclusion, taking advantage of human knowledge and machine computational
capabilities to solve the prediction problems based on social media data leads to better
results compared to relying on either of those individually. Automated approaches
powered by fast processors do a significantly better job than humans in processing large
amount of user-provided data. On the other hand, human knowledge and experience
in various fields can be helpful to make an informed judgment about the outcomes
computed by a machine. Users can use their field knowledge to provide the machine
with better inputs, datasets or attributes to enhance the prediction process. Due to high
visual capabilities of humans, presenting the outcome of automated methods in form of
various visualization, makes it easier and faster for users to comprehend the outcomes.
This continuous and iterative collaboration between the human and machine leads to
more accurate and reliable results.
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